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SKU Designation RGA
French

Law
Caliber Shots Trigger Thread

Barrel
(cm)

Length
(cm)

MSRP

FN008
FN 545 Tactical 45ACP -

BLK/BLK 
CB995 B 

.45 Auto
(ACP)  

19  D.A.  .578 x 28  12  21.1  
1099.00 € incl.

tax

The FN 545 Tactical: the ultra-high capacity large caliber pistol!
Very large capacity in 45 ACP of 18+1 cartridges! Pistol designed for sound suppressors: threaded barrel,
hause and high front sights for aiming above the silencer.

Pistol pre-equipped with a low profile interface for mounting a red dot in minutes.

Up to 19 rounds (18+1): ultra-large capacity in .45 ACP
Precision adjusted trigger with clean start
12 cm barrel in forged and cold hammered steel with chamfered mouth
Thread .578x28
High resistance conical striker
One 18-round extended magazine and one 15-round magazine included
Picatinny rail

Sights mounted on dovetail
Slide prepared for optics mounting

Nothing is left to chance with a capacity of 18+1 rounds, setting an unrivaled standard in magazine content
for the .45 ACP caliber. Prepared for suppressors, equipped with a threaded barrel and a sight aligned with
most MRD sights, this pistol, ahead of its competitors, is further improved thanks to the proven ergonomics
of the FN 509® Tactical .

Shooters can mount their favorite red dot optic in minutes, providing precise control at their fingertips.
Featuring a high-endurance firing pin and a crisp trigger with a throw of approximately 6 pounds, the FN 545
Tactical embodies what other big-caliber pistols aspire to become when they grow up. A seamless fusion of
capacity, versatility and precision, this pistol redefines expectations in the world of large caliber firearms.

1. Impressive Capacity:

2 magazines (1x15 rounds + 1x18 rounds) in .45 ACP, setting a benchmark in magazine capacity.
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2. Advanced Optical Interface:

Take advantage of the low-profile optical interface, offering unrivaled versatility.

3. Precision Trigger:

Precision adjusted trigger with crisp takeoff, providing ultimate control.

4. Ambidextrous Controls:

Fully ambidextrous controls for easy handling.

5. Improved handling:

Handle with improved grip for unparalleled control.

6. High Performance Barrel:

12 cm long barrel, cold hammered with chamfered muzzle for long-lasting accuracy.
Polished chamber and fuel rail for smooth operation.
.578“ x 28 threaded barrel for mounting compensator or sound moderator.

7. Multipurpose Slide:

Slide prepared for mounting most optics, eliminating the need for a gunsmith.
Machined steel with front and rear grip grooves, loaded chamber indicator.
Steel dovetail sight aligned with most MRD optics.
High resistance conical striker.

8. Efficient Chargers:

18-round extended magazine and 15-round magazine.
Low friction conveyor, polymer bottom plate and nickel plated steel body.

9. Ergonomic Carcass:

Superior balance and recoil-absorbing grip texture, allowing for perfect control.
Precision trigger with a clean start at approximately 2.72 kg.
Interchangeable grip backs for optimal customization.
MIL-STD-1913 (Picatinny) accessory mounting rail.

10. Intuitive Operating Controls:

Fully ambidextrous slide catch and magazine catch.

Comes with a Complete Set:

Two interchangeable grip backs.
An 18-round magazine and a 15-round magazine.
Four MRD mounting plates.
User Manual.
Locking device.
Premium case with zipper.

Experience operational perfection with the FN 545 Tactical, an unrivaled choice for demanding big-caliber
enthusiasts.

 

Delivered with :

Two interchangeable handle backs
An 18-round magazine and a 15-round magazine
Four MRD mounting places
User Manual
Locking device
Premium case with zipper

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.


